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INGS. AND RELATED CAS ES

Appellees Christopher Brown, Michael Glaubach, ]amie Barton, and
George Washington University, pursuant to Circuit Rule 28, submit this
Certificate as to Parties, Rulings, and Related Cases.

Parties and Amici: Appellant Raymond McGoverrç Appellees
Christopher Brown
Glaubach

in his individual and official capacities, Michael

in his individual and official

capacities, ]amie Barton

in

her

individual and official capacities, and George Washington University.

Rulings Under Review: The Order of The Honorable Beryl A.
Howell, dated March 28, 2017 (Dkt. #56), granting Appellees' Motion for
Summary ]udgment. The Memorandum Opinion in support of that Order

(Dkt. #57) has the following citation:245 F. Supp. 3d1'67 (D.D.C. 2017).
Related Cases: None.

CORPORATE DISCLOSURE STATEMENT
Appellee George Washington University, pursuant to Fed. R. App. P
26.1,

and Circuit Rule 26.1,, submits the following corporate disclosure

statement:
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Appellee George Washington University is a not-for-profit, non-stock
corporate entity. The University does not have a parent corporation nor is
there any publicly held corporation that owns 10% or more of any stock in
the University.
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GLOSSARY
" GW" refers to Appellee The George Washington University.

"GWPD" refers to the GW Police Department.
"SOP" refers to Standard Operating Procedures, which are guidelines
adopted by GWPD for the conduct of its officers.
"SPO" refers to a Special Police Officer employed by GW.

1X
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STATEMENT OF ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW

I.

Whether the district court erred when it granted Appellees'

motion for summary judgment as to Appellant Raymond
McGovern's claim that he was falsely arrested without probable
cause in

violation of his rights under the Fourth Amendment to

the U.S. Constitutioru as enforced throu gh

41,

U.S.C. S 1983

II. Whether the district court erred when it granted Appellees'
motion for summary judgment as to Appellant Raymond
McGovern's claim that Appellees used excessive force in violation
of the Fourth Amendment, as enforced through 41 U.S.C. S 1983.

Ill.Whether the district court erred when it granted Appellees'
motion for summary judgment as to Appellant Raymond
McGoverrfs false arrest and excessive force claims under the First
Amendment when the relevant events took place at a private

university on the university's private property.
STATUTES, REGULATIONS, AND RUTES INVOLVED
Pertinent statutes, regulations, and rules are set forth in a separate
addendum at the end of the brief.

1
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE
Appellant Raymond McGovern filed this lawsuit on February L3,
20'14,

arising out of events on Febru ary 15,2011, at George Washington

University. lA 10-31. The Complaint set forth two claims as to defendants
George Washington University and three of its employee Special Police

Officers - Michael Glaubach, Christopher Brown, and Jamie Barton (the

'GW Defendants"). IA26-28.1 Both claims (Count I -

False Arrest and

Count II - Excessive Force) were predicated on alleged violations of the
First and Fourth Amendments to the U.S. Constitution invoked through 42
U.S.C. S 1983, IA26-28, and arose out of McGovern's removal from an

auditorium on Appellee George Washington University's

(" GW") private

property during a speech by then Secretary of State Hillary Clinton
followed by his arrest for disorderly conduct. A third claim was asserted
against the U.S. Department of State, but McGovern voluntarily dismissed

it early in the litigation.
Secretary Clinton delivered her speech in the Jack Morton

Auditorium on GW's campus in the District of Columbia. Tickets were
The Complaint also named Secretary of State John F. Kerry in his official
capacity but those claims were resolved early in the litigation and a
stipulation of dismissal was filed on September 12,20'1.4. JA 54-55.

1

2
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required to attend the event, and were distributed to members of the GW
facalty, staff, and student body. A few tickets were made available for
guests to attend, and McGovern obtained one through a friend who was a

GW professor.

At the beginning of the speecþ McGovern remained standing in front
of his seat after the rest of the audience had sat down. As Secretary Clinton
began speaking, McGoverrç who had removed a sport coat and dress shirt
he had worn while clearing security for the event, displayed a T-shirt with

the words "Veterans for Peace" on the front and turned to face the rear of
the auditorium where members of the press were assembled. He was soon
approached by SPO Brown in his officer's uniform while SPO Glaubach in

plainclothes with a badge around his neck waited in the aisle.
The crux of McGovern's argument throughout his brief is that he was

completely unaware of Brown's presence next to him, or that Brown was a
police officer, or that Brown was speaking to him, or that Brown was
saying anything about leaving the auditorium. He essentially argues that

Brown completely surprised him and gave no reasonable warning or
instruction that he was being required to leave before being pulled into the

J
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aisle where Glaubach was waiting, and then escorted from the auditorium
as he yelled and attempted to prevent his removal

As the testimony and a video of the event make clear, however, this
is not true. McGovern obviously knew that security personnel were

approaching him. He then deliberately disregarded physical contact Brown
made with him and at least two verbal requests by Brown that McGovern
leave ("Sir, can you please come with me?"). Given McGovern's noncompliance, Brown began moving McGovern toward the aisle and

McGovern immediately resisted. McGovern then escalated his resistance
when he reached the aisle and continued to do so as both Brown and
Glaubach escorted him toward the rear of the auditorium. McGovern

punctuated his disruption of the event by loudly shouting as he was
removed through the rear doors of the auditorium.

During pretrial discovery, McGovern testified on deposition that he
saw Glaubach coming toward him and wondered "U[h]-oh, whaf s going
to happen next?" JA 8L. A video of the event made by the GW student

newspaper (the " Hatchet Video") [A175) then shows Brown standing next
to McGovern with his right hand placed against McGovern s right

shoulder and speaking directly into McGovern's right ear. The undisputed
4
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testimony is that Brown stated at least twice to McGoverry "SiÍ, can you
please come with me" (JA 102), and the Hatchet Video makes clear that

McGovern deliberately ignored both the physical contact and the attempts
to communicate with him.

While McGovern claims to be hard of hearing, he never claimed to be
insensitive to touch. The trial court determined that when McGovern did

not acknowledge Brown's touch to his shoulder, or the repeated requests to
come with Brown, a reasonable officer in Brown's position could well

believe that McGovern was ignoring his directive to leave with him. JA
632-33. The

trial court therefore further determined that Brown had

probable cause to arrest McGovern for illegal entry under D.C. Code

S

22-

3302(a) .1A628-636 (Mem. Op., pp.23-31).

The court went on to find that, given the existence of probable cause,
the officers were entitled to use some force to bring McGovern out of the

auditorium, and that no reasonable jury could find that the force they did
use was unreasonable.

IA

636-39 (Mem. Op.,

pp.314a). In fact, as the

Høtchet Video shows, Brown and Glaubach used less force than is allowed

in similar circumstances, including under the Metropolitan Police

5
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Accordingly, the district

court ruled that the individual defendants and GW were entitled to
summary judgment on both of McGovern's Fourth Amendment claims. IA
635-39 (Mem. Op., pp. 30

- 34)

Finally, the district court granted suÍunary judgment to the
defendants on McGovern's false arrest and excessive force claims under the
First Amendment, finding that McGovern had conceded, as he must, that
he had no First Amendment rights regarding an event at a private

institution inside

a

private auditorium for which tickets were required and

from which the public was expressly excluded.IA 639-40 (Mem. OP., pP.
34

- 35). The district court therefore held that McGovern had failed to

establish any violation of his First Amendment rights and therefore could

not prevail on those claims. 1A639-40 (Mem. Op., pp. 3a-35).
The district court entered its order granting summary judgment to

defendants on March 28,2017 (IA 604-05). McGovern lodged this timely
appeal. JA

641,.

McGovern testified that no further force was used on him outside the
auditorium beyond what is depicted on thre Høtchef Video. IA 83.

2

6
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STATEMENT OF FACTS
GW is a private university.IAl"6.It maintains a police department to
protect its campuses and enforce university policies, whose officers are
commissioned as SPOs under District of Columbia law. 1A275. At all times
relevant to the events described herein, Corporal Browrç Captain
Glaubach, and Officer Barton were SPOs in the employ of GW. IA 60.
On February 15,2011.., GW hosted an address by then U.S. Secretary
of State Hillary Rodham Clinton in its ]ack Morton Auditorium (the

"Clinton Speech") .1A59,87. Attendance for the event was by private
invitation (JA 87) which specified that registration opened at 11 a.m. and
"[G]uests must be seated by

11,:40

a.m." Id,Plaintiff McGovern attended the

event after obtaining a ticket through a GW professor-the event was not
open to the general public.

IA 427-30,52'1"22

On the day of the Clinton Speech, GW had a written Demonstrations

Policy" in place that provided: "When an invited speaker is the object of
protest, demonstrations may occur outside the University building, facility
or space where the lecture takes place . . . . Demonstrators who wish to
enter a building must do so as members of the audience, and must give the
speaker a respectful hearing." 1A134. GW also had a "Disruptions Policy"
7
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which allowed a " zeto tolerance" Íor the disruption of GW events with
heightened security risks, like the Clinton Speech. 1A139-41. Both policies

applied to non-students like McGovern. 14134,1.40.
Also in effect was GWPD's SOP 2|1..01,, which authorized GWPD
officers to "arrest for any crime committed in his presence." JA1'47
(emphasis in original). Section V of the SOP permitted officers to use "a
reasonable amount of force" to perform such arrests. Id,The SOP
set

at2.'1..1.4

forth GWPD's adopted "IJse of Force Matrix" authorizing what

constituted reasonable force in certain circumstances. IA 155-59. The Matrix

provided five levels, as follows:
le Perceotion
Level of Officer's
1, Compliance
2 Resistant (Passive)
3 Resistant (Active)
4 Assaultive (Bodily Harm)
5 Assaultive (Serious Bodily Harm/
Deadly)

Officer's Response
Communication Skills
Contact Controls
Compliance Techniques
Defensive Tactics
Deadly Force

Of particular relevance to this case afe Levels II and III, which are
described as follows:

Level II - Resistant (Passive)
Passive Resistance is defined as the subject resisting the
officer's commands without committing any overt act
that defeats the officer's attempt to control the situation.
Ignoring the officer, arguing with the officer, attempting
8
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to intimidate the officer, becoming "dead weight",
participating in a sit-iry lying in the middle of an
intersection to block traffic, or taking a fighting stance
without any other actions or threats all are forms of
passive resistance.

Level III - Resistant (Active)
At this level, the subject makes an overt action that is
designed to defeat the officer's intention to control the
situation. Grabbing an object such as a chair; or holding
on to a stationary object or structure to prevent being
removed from an area is active resistance. Pulling away
from an officer in the escort position or the handcuffing
position is active resistance. Attempting to walk away
from or around the officer and ignoring their requests
and commands is active resistance. The overt action may
also be premeditated, such as bringing pipes to interlock
arms inside in order to prevent the officers from
removing a group expediently. It is the action that will
raise the resistance to active.

IA

156. The proper amounts of force to be used at these levels, according to

the Matrix, are as follows:

Level II - Contact Controls
Verbal judo - the 5 step hard kata is used to gain
compliance from the passive resistor. Contact Controls is
the level where the officer first places their hands on the
subject. The compliant escort position and arm locks are
applied at this level; these arm locks can be applied with
or without the use of an impact weapon. Distraction
techniques that are used as a part of the armlocks are
aut}rofized as a segment of the techniques. The use of
pressure point control tactics to remove non-compliant
individuals from areas is authorized at this level. The
9
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standing, compliant handcuffing techniques are used for
both compliant and passively resisting subjects.

Level III - Compliance Techniques
Subjects who are actively resisting should be handcuffed
in the prone position; this position can be achieved by
executing a takedown from any of the arm locks or the
tactical grounding technique from the inside position. It is
acceptable to handcuff a non-compliant subject in the
standing position if that facilitates control of the situation.
The subject may also be proned out through the use of
intermediate weapons, or the threat of use of these
weapons. OCAT (pepper spray) or an impact weapon
may be deployed at this point to gain the compliance of
the subject. The officer should give loud verbal
commands to insure that the subject complies with the
officer's attempt to control the subject. The Officer may
use any strike to a target area that corresponds with the
Primary Target Area (green) of the Monadnock Escalation
of Trauma Matrix; these strikes include any of the
techniques taught in GWPD training classes that use the
Officer's hands, arms, elbows, legs, or impact weapons
authorized by the department. These target areas may be
engaged because of the low potential for lasting injury or
trauma.

J4157.
Like the other attendees at the Clinton Speech, McGovern was
checked in and went through a metal detector before entering the

auditorium.JA

64,'1.66-71".

McGovern, a former CIA intelligence officer,

described the screening as "the most rigorous security that I have ever

encounteted" and acknowledged that for an event like this "high security
10
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is [a] matter of importance and conceÍn." 1A76. On entering the

auditorium, he took a seat near the middle of a row several rows from the
rear of the auditorium. JA173 (notation by McGovern).

After GW President Steven K.app introduced Secretary Clinton, the
audience stood and applauded.

IA 65,78,176

(C-SPAN video). As the

applause concluded, the audience sat down for Clinton's speech. IA 78.

McGovern did not. Instead, he had removed his sport coat and shirt,
remained standing in a T-shirt with the words "Veterans for Peace" on the

front, and turned his back to Secretary Clinton. JA 78-79.
Standing in the lobby of the building, outside the auditorium, Brown
and Glaubach were alerted that McGovern was violating GW's Disruptions
Policy. I A 98-99, 116, 318-19, 328, 406. Accordingly, Brown and Glaubach
entered the rear of the auditorium together (]A 526,534) and walked down
the center aisle toward McGovern (JA 526,532). Brown was dressed in his

GWPD SPO uniform; Glaubach was in plainclothes with a police badge on
a

lanyard around his neck.IAl75 (Høtchet Video 00:06-00:10); JA 393.

McGovern saw Glaubach coming toward him and thought, "U[h]-oh,

whaf s going to happen next." IA

81.

11
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The HøtchetYideo clearly shows what happened next. Browry having

entered the row McGovern was standing in, stood directly next to

McGovern, placed his right hand against McGovern's right shoulder and
spoke directly into McGovern's right ear. JA 175 (HøtchetYideo at 00:0000:0a). There is no dispute that, at least twice, Brown said to McGoverry

"Sir, can you please come with me" (JA L02) and " gotno response" from
McGovern either time. 1A102;1A175 (Høtchet Video at 00:00-00:04).

At that point, tkre Hatchef Video shows Brown placing his hand on
McGovern

s

right forearm to guide him into the aisle where Glaubach was

waiting. Hatchet Video at 00:05-00:06. The video shows that McGovern
immediately resisted, and as Brown increased his efforts to move
McGovern down the row, McGovern reached down to grab an armtest,

jostling several members of the audience and causing one person's right
arm to rise into the air. Id. at 00:07-00:1L. As Brown and McGovern
approached the aisle, McGovern continued to resist, and Glaubach began

to assist Brown. Id. at00:08-00:L0. As the two officers struggled to escort
McGovern up the aisle toward the rear doors, McGovetn's resistance
became more violent as he lowered his head and tried to push the officers

away. Id, at00:11-00:L5. When McGovern was about to be removed
t2
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through the rear doors, he disrupted the event further by shouting, "So this
is America. This is Americal," therç "Who are you?," then "I was standing

there quietly," and thery "Yo1r'te breaking my arm!" Id. at 00:L5-00:24
The video shows that McGovern was moved through the rear double
doorway , id. at 00:22-00:24, after which a press photographer or reporter

bumped the left door briefly as it began to close, id. at 00:25-00:26, and then
continued walking through the doorway . Id, at 00:27 -00:28.
The video further shows that throughout McGovern's removal, the

officers did not use any weapons or strike McGovern in any way. Id, at
00:06-00:28;

see

øIsoJAl7í.Inthe lobby outside the auditorium, Glaubach

decided to arrest McGovern for disorderly conduct. ]A 117. GWPD officer
and SPO ]amie Barton arrived and assisted Brown and Glaubach in

handcuffing and searching McGovern. JA 120,126-29.The officers took no

further physical action toward McGovern. ]A 83. Barton then accompanied
McGovern to the Metropolitan Police Department Second Precinct station

for processing under the disorderly conduct charge. IA 130.

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
There was probable cause to arrest McGovern for unlawful entry
because McGovern did not respond when Brown approached McGovern in
13
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his row, put his hand on McGovern's shoulder, and twice asked him to
"please come with me." No reasonable juror would interpret Brown's
actions as anything but an express request that McGovern leave the

auditorium with him. When McGovern refused to even acknowledge
Brown's presence, Brown could reasonably infer from the circumstances
that McGovern was intentionally ignoring the request of a uniformed
officer to leave, which gave probable cause for the officer to arrest
McGovern for violating D.C. law.

Brown and Glaubach also did not use excessive force to remove
McGovern from the auditorium. The force used, as depicted on

tlire Hatchet

Video, was well within the boundaries set forth in the GWPD's "IJse of
Force Matrix." That Matrix is identical to the one used by the D.C

Metropolitan Police, which has previously been found to protect an

individual's Fourth Amendment right against the use of excessive force.
McGovern makes no argument that Barton either falsely arrested him
or used excessive force on him, so his claims against her were properly
dismissed. Since neither Brown nor Glaubach violated McGovern's

constitutional rights, his claims against GW as their employer were also
properly dismissed.
l4
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Finally, although McGovern repeatedly mentions that these events
occurred in the context of his attempt to protest during the Clinton Speecþ
he conceded below, as he must, that he had no First Amendment right to
speak or protest on private property during a ticketed private event. As the

district court found, McGovern made "barely a passing reference to the
First Amendment" in opposing appellees' motion for sununary judgment.

IA

639 (Mem. Op.,

p.34). Nor did McGovern make any reference to the

First Amendment at all in his Statement of Issues Presented for Appeal in
this Court. Appellant's Br. at 'J-"-2. As a result, the First Amendment plays
no role in this appeal.

ARGUMENT

I.

Standard of Review
This Court reviews grants of summary judgment de nouo. George u.

Leøaitt, 407 F.3d 405, 410 (D.C. Cir. 2005). Summary judgment is warranted

"if

the movant shows that there is no genuine dispute as to any material

fact and the movant is entitled to judgment as a matter of law." Fed. R. Civ
P. 56(a); Celotex Corp,a, Catrett,477 U.5.317 (1986).

Summary judgment is properly granted against a patty who, " after
adequate time for discovery and upon motion, . . . fails to make a showing
15
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sufficient to establish the existence of an element essential to that party's
case, and on

which that party will bear the burden of proof attrial." Id, at

322 . The burden is on the moving party to demonstrate that there is an
"absence of a genuine issue of material fac(' in dispute.Id. at323.

In ruling on a motion for summary judgment, the Court must draw
alt justifiable inferences in favor of the nonmoving party and accept the

nonmoving party's evidence as true. Tolan a. Cotton,134 S.Ct. 186'l',1863
(2014) (per curiam); Anderson a, Liberty Lobby, Inc., 477 U.S. 242,255 (1986).

As the Supreme Court noted inToløn, " a' judge's function' at summary

judgment is not'to weigh the evidence and determine the truth of the
matter but to determine whether there is a genuine issue for trial."' 1d.,134
S.Ct. at1866 (quoting Anderson,477 U.S. at 249).

In evaluating the evidence offered at summary judgment, the Court
is only required to consider the materials explicitly cited by the parties, but

may on its own accord consider "other materials in the record." Fed. R.
Civ. P. 56(c)(3). Discerning whether a genuine factual dispute requires
presentation to a jary "is as much art as science." Estøte of Parsons
P

øIestinian Auth., 651 F.3d 118, 123 (D.C. Cir. 2011).

t6
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To establish a "genuine" issue of materialfact, the nonmoving party

must establish more than "[t]he mere existence of a scintilla of evidence in

support of [its] position," Anderson, 477 U.S. at 252, and cannot rely on
"mere allegations" or conclusory statements, Veitch a. England, 47'l' F.3d
124,134 (D.C. Cir. 2006);

see øIso Greene

a. DøIton,'l'64F.3d 67'l', 675 (D.C.

Cir.1999); Hørding u. Gra.y,9 F.3d 150,154 (D.C. Cir.1993); øccord Fed. R.

Civ. P. 56(e). Rather, the nonmoving par$ must present specific facts that

would enable

a reasonable

jury to find in that party's favor on all essential

elements of the claim on which that party will bear the burden of proof at

trial.

SeeFed. R. Civ. P. 56(c)(1); EquøI Rights Ctr. a. Post Props., 633 F.3d

1136,11.41. n. 3 (D.C.

Cir. 2011) (at the summary judgment stage, plaintiff

" canno longer rest on such'mere allegations,' but must'set forth' by

affidavit or other evidence'specific facts,'

. . . which

for purposes of the

summary judgment motion will be taken to be true,"' quoting Sierra CIub
EPA,292F.3d 895, 898-99 (D.C. Cir.2002) (ellipsis in original));
also Solomon a. Vilsack, 763

F

.3d1-", 12

a,

see

(D.C. Cir. 2014); United States ex rel K

€i RLtd, P'ship u. Møss, Hous. Fin. Agency,530 F.3d 980,983 (D.C. Cir. 2008).

"If the evidence

is merely colorable, or is not significantþ probative,

t7
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summary judgment may be granted." Anderson, 477 U.S. at249-50 (citations
omitted)

II.

The GW SPOs Had Probable Cause To Arrest McGovern For
Violating D.C.'s Unlawful Entry Statute.
McGovern's argument that he was falsely arrested because he was

never given an explicit directive to leave GW's auditorium fails because no
reasonable juror could conclude, based on the incontrovertible evidence,

that Brown did not reasonably believe that McGovern was refusing to
leave the auditorium with him when he approached McGovern in his row/

touched McGovern's shoulder, said to him at least twice, in a normal
speaking voice, "Sit, would you please come with me," and was met with

stony silence and a refusal to even acknowledge his presence. Any
reasonable officer in Brown's shoes would have concluded that McGovern
was defiantly ignoring the officer's directive to leave, giving that officer

probable cause to arrest McGovern for violating D.C. Code

S 22-3302(uX1).'

That provision of the Code provides that "Any person who, without
lawful authority, shall enter, or attempt to enter, àfry private dwelling,
building, or other proper W , or part of such dwelling, buildin 8t oÍ other
property, against the will of the lawful occupant or of the person lawfully
in charge thereol or being therein or thereory without lawful authority to
remain therein or thereon shall refuse to quit the same on the demand of
the lawful occupant, . . . shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor[.]"

s

l8
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McGovern seeks to enforce his claim that he was falsely arrested in

violation of his Fourth Amendment rights through 42U.5.C.

S 1983,

which

provides in pertinent part:
Every person who, under color of any statute, ordinance,
the District of
regulation, custom, or usage of
Columbia, . . . subjects, or causes to be subjected, àfrY
citizen of the United States . . . to the deprivation of any

rights, privileges, or immunities secured by

the

Constitution and laws, shall be liable to the pafiy injured
in an action at law, suit in equity, or other proper
proceding for redress[.]
Thus, a 51983 claimant must prove two essential elements to prevail
at trial: (1) that the Defendant(s) acted under color of state law; and (2) that
the Defendant(s) caused plaintiff to be deprived of a right secured by the

Constitution and the laws of the United States. Monell a. Dept. of Sociøl
Seruices of City of New York,436 U.S. 658, 69'1"92 (1978)

The district court found that "while this case presents no occasion to
consider whether every action taken by an SPO to enforce his employer's

private property rights would constitute state actiort," the specific actions
here by Glaubach and Brown

in" approaching [McGovern] and forcibly

removing him from the auditorium, leading to a formal arrest, were state
action." IA6VL (Mem. Op., p.19).
t9
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The district court then found, however, that McGovern was not

deprived of his rights under the Fourth Amendment because the officers
had probable cause to arrest McGovern for his actions in the auditorium.
See

Hørris a. U,S. Dept, of Veterøns Afføirs,776F.3d907,91'1.-12 (D.C. Cir

20L5) ("The existence of probable cause for arrest defeats" claims for false

arrest). As the district court further found, as long as there was probable
cause to arrest McGovern for any crime, the probable cause need not be

for

the crime articulated by the arresting officer. Deaenpecka. Alford,s43 U.S.
't

46,153 (2004).

In determining whether probable cause exists, courts examine "the
reasonable conclusion to be drawn from the facts known to the arresting

officer at the time of the arrest." Id. at 152. The inquiry is based on the

"'totality of the circumstances,' which requires that 'the police had enough
information to warrant a man of reasonable caution in the belief that

a

crime has been committed and that the person arrested has committed it."'
Bolger a. District of Columbiø, 608 F. Supp. 2d '1.0,18 (D.D.C . 2009) (quoting

Illinois a, Gøtes, 462U .5. 213, 230 (1983)).

See also

Halcomb a. Woods, 767 F.

Sopp. 2d123,135 (D.D .C.2011) ("Probable cause exists when facts and
circumstances within the officer's knowledge ... are sufficient to warrant a
20
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prudent person in believing that the suspect has committed, is committing,
or is about to commit an offense") (citations and quotations omitted). The

arresting officer's subjective state of mind is irrelevant to the inquiry.
Deuenpeck,543 U.S. at 153.

Here, the issue is whether GW's officers had probable cause to arrest

McGovern for unlawful entry. To commit the offense of unlawful entry,
there must be a "general intent to be on the premises contrary to the

will of

the lawful owner ." Artisst a, United Støtes,554 A.zd 327, 330 (D.C. 1989);
Ortberg u. IJnited Støtes,81 A.3d 303,307 (D.C. 2013) (no proof needed that

the defendant purposefully sought to defy the will of the lawful occupant

or to violate the law). The will of the lawful owner must be "objectively
manifest through either express or implied means." Ortberg, 8L A.3d at 308.
Thus, probable cause to arrest for unlawful entry is established when an

officer asks someone to leave and that person refuses to do so.Wesby a

District of Columbiø,765 F.3d 13,24 (D.C. Cir.20'1,4) (citing District of
Columbia a, Murphy,

631.

A.zd

34, 38 (D.C. 1993)).

There are no magic words required to inform a person that they are

to leave. Instead, any words implying that a Person may no longer remain
are sufficient. See, e, g., Ronkin a. Vihn, 71' F . SopP. 3 d 124, 133-34 (D.D.C.

2l
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(probable cause to arrest person who entered property with

permission, engaged in horseplalr wâs told to "catch a cab and go home,"

"Ieave" and "dOn't come through the station," arrd returned Shortly afte9
court rejected plaintiff's argument that instruction was " ambiguous as to
the duration of her exile"); O'BrienT). United States,444 A.2d946,947 (D.C
1982) (probable cause to arrest for

unlawful entry after WMATA officer

told handbill distributor that he could not continue to distribute his leaflets

in a given location, and he refused to comply); Ortberg, Sl A.3d at 308 ("the
government need only prove that the 'will' of a lawful occupant was
objectively manifest through either express or implied means") (emphasis
added). Nor is there any Iequirement that the words be subjectively

understood by the offender. Ronkin,T1. F. Supp. 3d at 133; Ortberg,8l A.3d
at 308.

Unlawful entry is also established when

a person

who lawfully enters

property fails to comply with a condition imposed by the owner on all
those who enter.

See

Boertje u. Llnited Støtes,569 A.2d 586, 588 (D.C. 1989)

(probable cause to arrest for unlawful entry person who entered White

House grounds lawfully for tour, but ignored notice at beginning of tour
that "visitors ... must keep the line moving," knelt down on walkway, and
22
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then " gave no response when . .. asked . .. for the third time to get up and

move along"); Bowman a. Llnited Støtes,212 A.2d 610, 611. (D.C. 1965) (sig
stating that only those with tickets wefe permitted through a gate
constituted a warning to leave to those without tickets under unlawful

entry statute).
The undisputed facts within Brown's knowledge provided a
reasonable basis to believe that McGovern was violating D.C.'s unlawful

entry statute. Those facts were:
'J-,.

McGovern was the only Person standing amongst a seated
audience during a high-security event involving a formal address

by the Secretary of State.

2. Brown and Glaubach approached McGovern from the rear of the
auditorium, the direction McGovern was facing, in the aisle closest
to where McGoveÍn was standing. So the officers had reason to
believe that McGovern saw them coming. Indeed, McGovern

admitted that he saw Glaubach, who wole a police badge in a
lanyard around his neck, approaching and wondered, "U[h]-oh,
what is going to happen next." IA

23
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3. Brown, in his officer's uniform, crossed into the middle of the row
where McGovern also stood and placed his hand against
McGovern's right shoulder to get his attention. Hatchet Video at
00:01-05, ønd

see

IA 630 (Mem. Op.,p.25) ("Corporal Brown's

placing of his hand on the plaintiff can only reasonably be
understood not as a restraint on liberty but as an attempt to get the

plaintiff s attention.").

4, Brown then spoke directly into McGovern's right

ear (Høtchet

Video at 00:0L-05) in a normal speaking voice such as he used on
deposition (IA L10), and at least twice said to McGoverrt, "Sir, cant

you please come with me." JA at 10'l'-102,108

5. At no time did McGovern

so much as acknowledge Brown's

presence or his efforts to communicate with McGovetn. Høtchet

Video at 00:01-05
As the district court found, any reasonable person would interpret
Brown's request to "please come with me" as an "objectively manifest"

directive to leave the auditorium under Ortberg.a Certainly, the directive

Plaintiff's counsel acknowledged as much during questioning of Brown
on his deposition. Having elicited Brown's testimony of the statement

a

24
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could not have been interpreted as permitting McGovern to stay where he
was.S

Ary officer in Brown's position would have reasonably understood,

given these circumstances, that McGovern was intentionally ignoring the
officer's efforts to peaceably remove him from the auditorium for

disrupting the Clinton Speech. Thus, McGovern was refusing a lawful
order to leave by u person with lawful authority to order him to do so, and
that placed him in violation of D.C. Code $ 22-3302(a).
McGovern's argument, Appellant's Br. 12, that he never saw Brown
and was not aware that he was being confronted by a security officer
because Brown failed to approach him face forward by entering the aisle

behind where he was standing defies credulity, as do all of McGovern's

twice made to McGovern, counsel followed immediately with the question:
'Did you - - when you did not get a response to your first directive that he
should come with Ioü, did you raise your voice?" IA 104.
McGovern spends several pages arguing that "Sir, can you please come
with Íne," was not a directive to leave-suggesting instead that it was a
"polite inquiry as to capability i' or a" suggestiory" or an invitation to go to
another part of the auditorium, or otherwise was not sufficiently " clear."
Appellant's Br. at36-40. McGovern's argument that the directive must be
explicit - "You are ordered to leave the premises," for example - is clearly
wrong. D.C. law permits such orders to be "implicit." Ortberg,8L A.3d at
308 . None of McGovern's proposed alternative interpretations is remotely
plausible under the circumstances.
5
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other attempts to deny the unambiguous facts on full display in the Hatchet
Video. McGovern argues that Brown " didnot stand and address [him] in a
mafìner to be visible face to face" and acted unfairly in" [c]hoosing not to
stand in front of McGovern or otherwise within his field of vision

Appellanfs Br.

12. This is nonsense

.

- they were standing in a row of seats

in an auditorium. It would have been foolish, dangerous, and a heightened
risk to audience members for Brown to have approached McGovern with

a

row of seats and seated audience members between them. It is further clear
from the video there was no want of effort by Brown to get McGovern's
attention, and in fact the video shows clearly that a number of other
audience members became aware of these efforts while McGovern stared

blankly to the rear of the auditorium. McGovern was deliberately ignoring
Brown and thus expressly put himself at Level II - Passive Resistance

("Ignoring an officer") on the Use of Force Matrix.
McGovern complains that Brown's interaction with him occurred

quickly. Appellant's Br. l2.Yet McGovern was disrupting the event. The
entire object of the intervention by Brown and Glaubach was to eliminate
the disruption swiftly and, preferably, peaceably. McGovern seems to think

that Brown had a duty to extend their interaction beyond a Prompt direct
26
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request to leave, but that is not required, and would merely have

heightened the disruption. While a prolonged exchange undoubtedly

would have been pleasing to McGovern in drawing further attention to his
"protest " it would have been totally counterproductive to the goal of
ending the disruption as quickly as possible.
McGovern also argues that Brown did not have probable cause to
arrest for unlawful entry because Brown was originally seeking to enforce

GW's Disruptions Polic/, which McGovern characterizes as an unlawful
means for GW to permit the seizure of people without probable cause.6

Appellant's Br. 27-28. This is of no moment.

See Deaenpeck,543 U.S. at 153

(arresting officer's "subjective reason for making the arrest need not be the

criminal offense as to which the known facts provide probable cause.").
Moreover, the crime of unlawful entry only requires that one without

lawful authority to remain refuses to quit upon

a demand to do so by one

with lawful authority to give the demand. McGovern identifies no lawful
authority that he possessed to remain on GW's private property once GW's
SPOs saw that he was violating GW's Disruptions Policy and had asked

McGovern does not identify any basis by which any of GW's policies,
much less the Disruptions Policy, violates D.C. or federal law.

6
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him to leave. Nor was there any. GW was well within its rights to expel
McGovern from its private propefty at any time for any reason. Once
McGovern decided to ignore Brown's lawful directive, McGovern turned

what would have merely been his peaceful departure from the auditorium
into a criminal

act,7

thus giving rise to probable cause for the GW officers to

arrest him.

McGovern also argues that, while Brown's subjective state of mind is
not relevant to the probable cause inquiry under Deaenpecþ Brown was not

trying to meet the requirement for an unlawful entry charge, and that
somehow is a fact that weighs against a finding that there was probable
cause. Appellant's Br. 29. Under the circumstances, Brown's twice repeated

statement, "sir, can you please come with me," was an objective

manifestation that McGovern could no longer remain where he was, and
instead had to leave the auditorium with Brown, regardless of Brown's
reasons for making those statements. The elements of the unlawful entry

statute were met regardless of Brown's intentions, which were irrelevant.

Indeed, Glaubach testified that had McGovern obeyed Brown's request to
leave, he would not have been arrested and would have merely been
escorted off GW's property.l/'1l7.

T
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Ortberg,81A.3d at 308 (sufficient if will of lawful occupant is

objectively manifest through express or implied means).

Finally, McGovern places great emphasis on the belief that Browry
standing next to McGoverry was not in McGovern's " field of visior!" artd
thus McGovern had no idea that he had been approached by a police or
security officer. Appellant's Br. 29,40-42. This is part and parcel of
McGovern's effort to portray Brown's decision to physically remove
McGovern as a surprise to McGovern/ and as an event he never had an

opportunity to avoid. Id. at44-45. The Supreme Court has provided the
direct rebuttal to such noñsense: Where clear videotape evidence so utterly
discredits a party's version of events that no reasonable jury could have
believed him, the courts should not rely on such "visible fiction" but
should view the facts "in the light depicted by the videotape." Scott

a,

Hørris 550 U.S. 372,380-81, (2007). The court below correctly applied the

holding in Scott to the reasonableness of Brown's conduct in determining
he had the right to use physical force to remove McGovern from the
Dremlses.
I

McGovern's argument fails to account for the facts established by his

own testimony and by the videotape. McGovern admits that he had seen
29
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Glaubach approaching and knew that events were rapidly unfolding ("Uhoh, what's going to happen next"). The video shows that he was being

touched by Brown the entire time he was being asked to leave , and that he
deliberately - even defiantly - ignored the peaceable efforts to command
his attention and to get him to leave. The HatchetYideo - which begins
when Brown is already at McGovern's side - shows that McGovern had at'
least five seconds to make some kind of response to Brown after being

approached and touched.

Ary reasonable officer in Brown's

shoes

would

have believed that McGovern had ample time to respond in some manner/
and that his failure to do so was out of defiance, not ignorance.

In fact, McGovern's reaction to the officers' efforts to remove him

from the auditorium is revealing. The first thing McGovern said was, "So
this is America! This is Americat"

-a

clear indication that he knew he was

being seized by authorities, and wanted to inform the audience, in

continuation of his protest, of his belief that protesters like himself were not
fairly treated in the United States. Høtchet Video at00:17-00:19. By the time
he said "Who are you?" it was clear that he was not confused about

whether he was being seized by police or security officers (as opposed to,

30
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fellow audience members), but rather wanted to publicly challenge

their authority to remove him. Id, at 00:20-00:2L.
Since Brown and Glaubach had probable cause to arrest McGovern,

they did not violate his constitutional rights under the Fourth Amendment,
and McGovern's 51983 claim fails. McGovern makes no argument

whatsoever that Barton did anything wrong or violated any of his rights/ so
she was

similarly entitled to summary judgment. Without any finding of

liability by GW's officers, GW, which only faced liability if its employees
violated McGovern

s

rights, was also appropriately granted summary

judgment on the same claim.

See

Collins a. City of Hørl<er Heights,503 U.S.

115,120 (1992) (noting that, in order to hold an institutional defendant

liable under Monell u, Dept. of Soc. Serus,,436U.S. 658 (1978), there must be
a

constitutional violation).
For these reasons, the district courfs opinion and order granting

summary judgment to the Appellees on McGovern's claim that he was

wrongfully arrested in violation of his Fourth Amendment rights should be
affirmed.

3l
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The GW SPOs Did Not Use Unreasonable Force To Arrest
McGovern.
Once there was probable cause to arrest McGovern for unlawful

entry, Brown and Glaubach used force appropriate within GWPD's "lJse of
Force Matrix" to move McGovern into the aisle and then out of the

auditorium.s Therefore, neither officer used excessive force against
McGovern under the Fourth Amendment, and summary judgment was

appropriately granted to the Appellees.e
McGovern's excessive force claims under 51983 are to be analyzed
under the Fourth Amendment and its "reasonableness" standard, which
the Supreme Court has described as follows:

I McGovern does not appear to argue that GWPD's "LJse of Force Matrix"
did not adequately protect his Fourth Amendment rights, and indeed the
district court has held that a practically identical force matrix used by the
District of Columbia Metropolitan Police Department passes muster. S¿e
Westføhl u, District of Columbiø,75 F. Supp. 3d365,378 (D.D .C.201'4)
(Cooper, ].) (granting summary judgment to defendant on this issue in
51983 case).

McGovern makes no argument that Barton used any excessive force
against him, nor did he argue that to the district court. It is undisputed that
the officers did not apply any further physical force to McGovern once he
was outside the auditorium - where Barton first became involved - beyond
the level of force depicted on the Høtchet Video while McGovern was inside
the auditorium. IA 83. Thus, Officer Barton was entitled to summary
judgment on this claim as well.
e
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Determining whether the force used to effect a particular
seizure is "reasonable" under the Fourth Amendment
requires a careful balancin g of "'tlire nature and quality of
the intrusion on the individual's Fourth Amendment
interests "' agairßt the countervailing governmental
interests at stake. Our Fourth Amendment jurisprudence
has long recognized that the right to make an arrest or
investigatory stop necessarily carries with it the right to
use some degree of physical coercion or threat thereof to
effect it. Because "[t]he test of reasonableness under the
Fourth Amendment is not capable of precise definition or
mechanical applicattort," . . . its proper application
requires careful attention to the facts and circumstances
of each particular case/ including the severity of the crime
at issue, whether the suspect poses an immediate threat to
the safety of the officers or others, and whether he is
actively resisting arrest or attempting to evade arrest by
flight.
The "reasonableness" of a particular use of force must be
judged from the perspective of a reasonable officer on the
scene, rather than with tlrre 20 / 20 vision of hindsight. . . .
The calculus of reasonableness must embody allowance
for the fact that police officers are often forced to make
split-second judgments-in circumstances that are tense,
uncertairy and rapidly evolvitg- about the amount of
force that is necessary in a particular situation.

As in other Fourth Amendment contexts, however, the
"reasonableness" inquiry in an excessive force case is an
objective one: the question is whether the officers' actions
are " objectively reasonable" in light of the facts and
circumstances confronting them, without regard to their
underlying intent or motivation.
Grahøm a. Connor,490 U.S. 386, 395-97 (1989) (citations omitted).
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Where the court has a video of the use of force, it is entitled to rely on

what that video depicts over any "visible fiction" averred by a pafty. Scott
a. Harris, suprø,550 U.S. at 380-8L (øpplied in Armbruster a. Frost,962F.

Supp. 2d105,110 (D.D.C. 20L3) (considering a S1983 claim for excessive
force)).

Following Scott a, Harris,, courts have relied on video recordings to
resolve excessive force claims. For example, in Armbruster, the district court

granted summary judgment in favor of the defendant officer after

reviewing and relying on the video evidence that plainly contradicted the

plaintiffs claim that the officer "slammed her into the hood of the car."
Based on the sequence of events depicted in the video, the court held that

the officer did not use excessive force in gaining physical control over the

plaintiff, who was interfering with the officer's arrest of another person/
and noted several other cases where even greater amounts of physical force

were not deemed excessive.

See

962 F. Supp.

2d at11'4-15.

In Kalfus a. New York and Presbyterinn Hospital,706

F.

Stpp. 2d 458

(S.D.N.Y .2010), a photojournalist refused to leave private hospital property

after requests to do so, and then alleged excessive force was used in
effecting his arrest.706 F. Supp. 2d at463-65. The district court, relying on a
34
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videotape of the arrest, found that police officers used reasonable force in
gaining physical control over the resisting subject to handcuff him. Id, at
472-73. The court expressly rejected any contentions by the photojournalist

that were contrary to the evidence on the video, which was deemed

"incontrovertible" by the court.Id. at 472.
McGovern claims that Brown and Glaubach used excessive force in

removing him from the auditorium and arresting him. It is readily
apparent from the videos of the event, however, that the officers used force
appropriate under the "LJse of Force Matrix" to gain physical control over
McGovern and, in fact, deployed less force than would have been justified
given the level of McGovern's own strenuous resistance to his removal.
When Brown first made physical contact with McGoverry the latter was
standing still, but was noncompliant with the officer's requests. That put
McGovern at Level II under the Force Matrix, which authorized Brown to
"place[ his] hands on the subject[,]" use the "compliant escort position and
arm locks[,]" and use "pressure point control tactics to remove" the

noncompliant subject from the area. 1A157. The video shows that Brown
placed his hands on McGovern and used an arm lock to pull him into the
aisle. Høtchet Video at 00:06-00:10.
35
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Once McGovern was in the aisle, the video shows his continuing

physical resistance to the officers' attempts to escort him out of the

auditorium. By his resistance, McGovern escalated the situation to Level

III, authorizingthe officers to place him into

a prone position to be

handcuff ed," execut[e] a takedown from any of the arm locks or the tactical

grounding technique from the inside positionl,,f" use pepper spray or an
impact weapon to gain control, oÍ even strike him in permitted target
areas.

IA157.In this case, the officers did none of those things. Instead,

they removed McGovern from the auditorium as quickly as possible, using

only Level ll-approved force-pressure point control tactics and compliant

escort-despite McGovern's Level III active resistance.lo Hatcheú Video at
00:10-00:28.

McGovern does not dispute any part of this analysis. Rather, he
argues that while the SPOs were entitled to use "some degree of physical

coercion" to effect his removal under Grahøm,490 U.S. at396, the nature of

Thus, even if this Court were to agree with McGovern's protestation that
he was not actively resisting the SPOs' efforts to remove him from the
auditorium, putting aside tlrre Høtcheú Video evidence to the contrary, the
SPOs still did not use excessive force under the Use of Force Matrix. The
Hatchet Video certainly excludes any possible claim by McGovern of
peaceful or compliant response to the directive to leave the auditorium.
10
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his protest should have somehow warranted a different (undescribed) level
of such coercion. The argument is unavailing. By his behavior McGovern

forfeited any right he may initially have had to enter GW's premises, and
was given proper notice to leave. Rather than doing so peaceably

-

consistent with the silent and peaceable dissenter he portrays himself to be

in his brief - he violently resisted and created as much of a disturbance

as

he could during the brief period of time it took the SPOs to extract him

from the auditorium. The amount of force used by the officers to do so was

in direct response to McGovern's determined resistance to their efforts, and
was well within the bounds of reasonableness under the circumstances.

In fact, the "IJse of Force Matrix" explicitly incorporates the threat
level presented by a suspect-for example, Level IV describes an

"assaultive" subject using non-deadly force, while Level V addresses

a

subject who is using potentially "deadly force." 1A156. McGovern's initial

protest placed him in the Level II category of "passive resistance," and he
does not dispute that he was so acting at the time as depicted on the
Hatchet Video. Id.Thus, the officers were entitled to use Level II force

initially to accomplish his removal, and that is precisely what
Video depicts.
37
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McGovern also argues that it was an open question for the jtty

whether Corporal Brown and Captain Glaubach "intentionally

/

gratuitously rammed McGovern into a door as they removed him."
Appellant's Br. 54. As

tlire

HatchetYideo shows, McGovern was actively

resisting the officers' efforts to remove him with far more than just token
resistance. Based on the video evidence, the trial court correctly determined

that no reasonable jury could find that the officers had total physical

control over McGovern during that time such as to purposefully direct him
into a door. JA639 (Mem. Op., p.34).See Scotta.Hørris, suprØ 490 U.S. at
380-81

Moreover, McGovern's resistance would have authorized the officers
to strike him or to use pepper spray or other weapons to gain his
compliance. ]A 157. Any incidental contact with a door falls far short of
those other approved levels of force. In sum, tlire HatchetYideo clearly
depicts Brown and Glaubach using appropriate force to remove McGovern

from the auditorium.ll Accordingly, the district court properly granted
them summary judgment on McGovern's excessive force claims.

tt And, as noted,p.13, above, an objective review of the HøtchetVideo
appears to show that McGovern in fact cleared the double-doorway at the
38
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Officer Bartory who McGovern has not argued engaged in any
excessive force, should also have her grant of summary judgment upheld.

Finally, since none of the officers violated McGovern's constitutional
rights, GW was also entitled to summary judgment.

See CoIIins,5O3 U.S.

at

120

IV.

Summary |udgment Was Appropriate On McGovern's First
Amendment Arguments.
As the district court noted, McGovern declined to make any

argument in support of his First Amendment claims to that court, and in
fact acknowledged that he "possessed no First Amendment rights during
the event at issue" in the case. JA640 (Mem. Op., P. 35).This is consistent

with the law.

See, e,g.,

Hudgens u. NLRB, 424U.5.507,520 (1976) (holding

that "the constitutional guarantee of free expression has no part to play" in
events on private property unless the same has been wholly "dedicateld] . .
.

to public use"). Further, McGovern makes no reference to the First

back of the auditorium without incident. His protest to the contrary is but
another example of his testimony becoming risible in the presence of the
video evidence. In any event, McGovern's claim that somehow there was a
"jury question" related to force levels as he was moved through the
doorway is trumped again by the video evidence of his ongoing violence as
he was finally removed from the audtiorium and the reasonable level of
force reasonably used to get that done.
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Amendment at all in his Statement of Issues Presented for Appeal in this
Court. Appellent's Br. at pp.

'l-.-2.

As in the court below, McGovern has

abandoned those claims. For all of these reasons, summary judgment on

McGovern's First Amendment claims should also be affirmed.

CONCLUSION
For the reasons stated hereiru this Court should affirm the Marchz9,
2017

Memorandum Opinion and Order of the United States District Court

in its entirety, and award Appellees their costs, along with any other relief
this Court deems just and appropriate.
Respectfully submitted,
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ADDENDUM
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S 1983
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S 1983. Civil action for deprivation of rights, 42 USCA S 1983

i KeyCite Yellow Flag - Negative Treatment
Unconstitutional or PreemptedLimited on Preemption Grounds by Molinelli-Freytes v. University of Puerto Rico, D.Puerto Rico, July 27, 2010
I

KeyCite Yellow Flag - Negative TreatmentProposed Legislation

United States Code Annotated
Title 42. The Public Health andWelfare
Chapter 21. Civil Rights (Refs &Annos)
Subchapter I. Generally
42 U.S.C.A. $ tg8g
5 rS8g. Civil action for deprivation of rights

Effective: October Lg, t9g6
Currentness

<Notes of Decisions for 42 USCA g 1983 are displayed in six separate documents. Notes of Decisions for
subdivisions I to IX are contained in this document. For additional Notes of Decisions, see 42 $ 1983, ante.>
Every person who, under color ofany statute, ordinance, regulation, custom, or usage, ofany State or Territory or the
District of Columbia, snbjects, or causes to be subjected, any citizen of the United States or other person within the
jurisdiction thereof to the deprivation of any rights, privileges, or immunities secured by the Constitution and laws, shall
be liable to the party injured in an action at law, suit in equity, or other proper proceeding for redress, except that in any
action brought against a judicial offìcer for an act or omission taken in such officer's judicial capacity, injunctive relief
shall not be granted unless a declaratory decree was violated or declaratory reliefwas unavailable. For the purposes of
this section, any Act of Congress applicable exclusively to the District of Columbia shall be considered to be a statute
of the District of Columbia.

cREDTT(S)

(R.S.$ 1979;pub.L. 96-170, $ l, Dec. 29,19'79,93 Srat.

1284; Pub.L. 104-317, Title

III,

{i 309(c), Oct. 19, 1996,

ll0

Stat. 3853.)

Notes of Decisions (5811)
42 U.S.C.A. $ 1983, 42 USCA $ 1983
Current through P.L. I l5-90. Also includes P.L.

ll5-92,ll5-94,1 15-95, and

115-97 to 115-100. Title 26 current through

I I 5-l 17.
End of Document

@ 2018

Thor¡son Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Govet'nment Wolks

W#ïTLAV{ O 2018 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works
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S 22-3302. Unlav'¡ful entry on property., DC CODE S 22-3302

West's District of Columbia Code Annotated zoor Edition
Division IV. Criminal Law and Procedure and Prisoners.
Title zz. Criminal Offenses and Penalties. (Refs & Annos)

Subtitle I. Criminal Offenses.
Chapter 33. Trespass; Injuries to Property.
DC ST $ zz-33o2
Formerly cited as DC ST r98r $ zz-3roz
S

22-ggo2. Unlawful entry on property
Effective: June tt, zor3
Currentness

(a)(l) Any person who, without lawful authority, shall enter, or attempt to enter, any private dwelling, building, or other
property, or part of such dwelling, building, or other property, against the will of the lawful occupant or of the person
lawfully in charge thereof, or being therein or thereon, without lawful authority to remain therein or thereon shall refuse
to quit the same on the demand of the lawful occupant, or of the person lawfully in charge thereof, shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor, and on conviction thereof shall be punished by a fine of not more than the amount set forth
in $ 22-3571.01 , imprisonment for not more than 180 days, or both. The presence of a person in any private dwelling,
building, or other property that is otherwise vacant and boarded-up or otherwise secured in a manner that conveys that
is vacant and not to be entered, or displays a no trespassing sign, shall be prima facie evidence that any person found
in such property has entered against the will ofthe person in legal possession ofthe property.

it

(2) For the purposes of this subsection, the term "private dwelling" includes a privately owned house, apartment,
condominium, or any building used as living quarters, or cooperative or public housing, as defined in section 3(1) of the
United Srates Housing Act of 1937 , approved August 22, 1974 (88 Stat. 654; 42 U.S.C. $ 1437a(b)), the development or
administration of which is assisted by the Department of Housing and Urban Development, or housing that is owned,
operated, or fìnancially assisted by the District of Columbia Housing Authority.

(b) Any person who, without lawful authority, shall enter, or attempt to enter, any public building, or other property,
or part of such building, or other property, against the will of the lawful occupant or of the person lawfully in charge
thereof or his or her agent, or being therein or thereon, without lawful authority to remain thersin or thereon shall refuse
to quit the same on the demand of the lawful occupant, or of the person lawfully in charge thereof or his or her agent,
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and on conviction thereof shall be punished by a fine of not more than the
amount set forth in $ 22-3571.01 , imprisonment for not more than 6 months, or both.

Credits

(Mar. 3, 1901, 3l Sf.at. 1324, ch. 854, $ 824; Mar. 4, 1935,49 Stat. 37 , ch. 23; July 17, 1952, 66 ST'at. 766, ch. 941, $ 1;
Apr.24,2007,D.C. Law l6-306, {i 219, 53 DCR 8610;Dec. 10,2009, D.C. Law 18-88, $ 215, 56 DCR 7413;June ll,
2013,D.C. Law 19-317, $ 201(h), 60 DCR 2064.)

Notes of Decisions (215)

Wî:\f'Lrn*{t O 2018 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works
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S 22-3302. Unlawful entry on property., DC CODE S 22-3302

Copyright (c) 2012 By the District of Columbia. Content previously published in the District of Columbia Official Code,
2001 Edition is used with permission. Copyright (c) 2018 Thomson Reuters

DC CODE ç22-3302
Current through January 3, 2018
@ 2018

End of Document
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